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While world cities are facing unstoppable 
urbanisation trends, the combined effects o  arable 
land loss, resource scarcity and climate change 
put at risk our current food systems. Research 
into plant growing solutions adapted to urban 
environments such as building-integrated systems 
roo op reenhouses, indoor and vertical arms  

or technolo ies or improved resource e cienc  
(following circularity in the use of resources or 
decreasin  the urban ener etic ootprint  can allo  
for creating more sustainable cities.

The Department of Agricultural and  Food  
Sciences D S A  provides state ide leadership 
in research, teaching and extension in the subjects 
of horticulture, crop production, sustainable 
agricultural systems and environment and applied 
plant ecology. Its general mission is to develop 
and deliver educational and research programmes 
enabling students to become highly skilled and 
creative graduates, and fostering the adoption of 
pro table, environmentall  sound, and sociall  
responsive agricultural systems. DISTAL hosts 
the Research Centre on Urban Environment for 
A riculture and iodiversit  S A , hich 
brings together skills and research expertise in the 

eld o  horticultural sciences, activel  contributin  

to a number of interdisciplinary activities in the 
elds o  urban horticulture and biodiversit , in 

Europe and in several countries of the World South.

UrbanFarm2019: students on the edge of 
urban renewal
Transferring agricultural technologies from the 
rural to the built environment cannot overlook the 
limits and opportunities provided by the urban 
infrastructures. On the other hand, the integration 
of plant cultivation into the urban landscape should 
not become a mere design exercise, but build instead 
on state-of-the-art solutions for plant cultivation, in 
order to turn competitive in the global food market. 
At the same time cities where food is produced, 
o en see urban armin  mainl  as a strate  to 
address social exclusion. An urban garden can 
be used as a job training programme for youth 
that have dropped out from higher education, for 
re u ees in their vulnerable sta e o  settlin  do n 
in a new home country, or as an activity programme 
for people with disabilities. Accordingly, functional 
integration of agriculture in cities cannot discern 
from bringing together expertise in agricultural 
sciences, engineering, landscape and urban 
planning, architecture and both environmental and 
social sciences.

OVER THE ROLE OF RESEARCH AND 
EDUCATION ON URBAN AGRICULTUREGiovanni Molari

Director Department of 
Agricultural and Food Sciences 
(DISTAL) - Bologna University
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In order to explore the opportunities provided by 
regenerating one of the three target locations of 

rbanFarm , students rom different disciplines 
needed to meet on a common ground. Accordingly, this 
student competition was designed in order to allow 
fresh minds to join forces over a common objective. 

eside the speci c desi n and innovation that as 
brought by each team, the strength of UrbanFarm2019 
is upon its founding principle. It allowed for inspiration 
and reciprocal cross-fertilisation between concepts and 
skills. It also resulted in fostering collaborations and 
networking opportunities for the participants, that were 
engaged in an international environment where they 
had to apply the subject studied in their educational 
path, but also defend and substantiate their arguments 
and proposed solutions.

I wish therefore to express my sincere gratitude to all 
participating teams that were successful in bridging 
knowledge, enthusiasm and devotion into the design 
of the projects that are summarised in this publication. 
I also thank the professors, lecturers and experts that 
en a ed in the scienti c committee and international 
jury works and all the companies and institutions that 
supported the reali ation o  this rst edition o  the 
UrbanFarm challenge.
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Urban Agriculture in the 21th century

In a rapidly urbanizing world, urban agriculture 
represents an opportunity for improving food 
supply, health conditions, local economy, social 
integration, and environmental sustainability. 
While a diversity of farming systems is 
encountered in the different orld re ions, it is 
estimated that about a third of urban dwellers 
is involved worldwide in the agro-food sector. 
In recent times, urban agriculture projects have 
sprouted across the world, both guided and 
promoted b  overnments than born b  bottom
up community based initiatives. Accordingly, 
the concept of edible urban landscapes is today 

ndin  application all over the orld
As plant cultivation ets inside cities, a rst 
limit is set by space availability. Hence, the 
implementation of innovative growing systems 
generally occurs through adaptation of state-
of-the-art technologies developed in the rural 
contexts and/or by integration of growing 
solutions speci call  desi ned or the urban 
concrete infrastructures. These are the cases of 
the buildin  inte rated roo op reenhouses, the 
vertical cultivation of plants on greened building 

facades or even the conversion of abandoned 
buildin s into plant actories throu h arti cial 
lighting by use of LED technologies.
Once plant cultivation within the urban fabric 
becomes technicall  easible, it is crucial to de ne 
its sustainability, addressing how its three spheres 
social, economic and environmental  are affected 

by a single or a combination of technical solutions, 
management systems and business models.
From a social perspective, urban agriculture is 
o en a mean or the promotion o  intercultural 
dialogue, social inclusion and community 
building. Urban gardens are also found in 
schools, here the  offer optimal teachin  tools 
or different disciplines, also throu h application 

of experiential learning methods.
On the other hand, assessing the economic 
sustainabilit  o  urban a riculture is o en a 
quite complex and eventually controversial 
exercise. This since, beyond food production, the 

uanti cation and moneti ation o  the associated 
bene ts need to be appropriatel  addressed  
Recent researches have shed some light onto 
the nancial and economic evaluation o  urban 
agriculture projects, particularly addressing the 
de nition o  viable business model t polo ies

INTERDISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE 
FOR SHAPING FUTURE CITIESFrancesco Orsini

Main organizer UrbanFarm2019 
Chair Division Landscape and Urban 
Horticulture (ISHS) - Research 
Centre on Urban Environment 
for Agriculture and Biodiversity 
(ResCUE-AB), Bologna University – 
Alma Mater Studiorum



From an environmental perspective, urban agriculture can directly reduce 
the city footprint since it reduces the impact associated with food transport, 
but also b  improvin  the resource e cienc  o  the urban ecos stem e  
when organic wastes are composted, or rainwater is collected), or mitigating 
the urban heat island effect throu h plant transpiration, overall resultin  in a 
reduction o  the cit  emissions o  carbon dio ide
In order to facilitate a wider uptake of innovative policies and tools for the 
promotion of the sustainable goals associated with urban agriculture, it is 
therefore crucial to create awareness on both institutional actors and the civil 
societ  as a hole throu h innovative and interdisciplinar  approaches

UrbanFarm2019: an international and interdisciplinary competition 
for turning urban vacant lands into sustainable urban regeneration 
spaces

The international student challenge “UrbanFarm2019” aims to tackle the current 
need or cross pollination bet een different disciplines b  brin in  to ether 
students rom different elds o  stud  into international teams addressin  the 
regeneration of three vacant urban spaces in the cities of Bologna, Belluno and 

one liano  ar et pro ects differ rom their ori inal purpose and include  
• A former agricultural farm that was absorbed by the urban-sprawl in the 

second half of the 20th century and acquired by the city council in the late 
ei hties

• A factory of domestic appliances, that largely contributed to the evolution 
o  one liano cit  in the last  ears, but as nall  closed in  a er 
the compan  moved a a  the production

• A primar  school that suffered rom the pro ressive abandonment o  
elluno cit  outs irts and as closed in 

What these location share is that they all are vacant and constitute a cost and 
a missed opportunit  or their cities  ithin the rbanFarm  challen e 
we aimed at showing that another use for these spaces is possible, overall 
contributin  to creatin  cities that are more attractive, more liveable, more 
inclusive and overall more sustainable
To reach this target, we engaged young minds and asked them to meet and 

or  in international and interdisciplinar  teams  rbanFarm  became an 
opportunity to bridge viewpoints and approaches and integrate state-of-the-
art technolo ies and desi n or urban armin  ith unctional urban plannin

This publication summarises the main ideas, visions and approaches that 

student teams brought together with enthusiasm and dedication for the city 
o  one liano  e trust that startin  rom these pro ect ideas, inspired local 
administrators and urban planners will foster sustainability and liveability of 
our cities

Beyond UrbanFarm2019: the path forward

he ma or achievement o  this competition stands upon the eo raphical 
distribution and e pertise covered b  the participatin  teams  he international 
student challenge URBANFARM2019 achieved to engage a network of experts 
and urban agriculture practitioners from universities from all over the world 
in the evaluation o   pro ects prepared b  teams involvin  more than  
students  oo in  at the pro ects it clearl  appears ho  competences ere 
success ull  inte rated and communicated in both pro ect redaction and visual 
materials  e see a uture in close collaboration ith the nternational Societ  
or orticultural Sciences S S  and its andscape and rban orticulture 

Division  Sta  tuned and oin the upcomin  editions o  rbanFarm
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Increasing of urban population is 
leading to re-design and re-place 
centres of food production in order 
to make cities more sustainable 
and to foster the creation of new 
economies.

The Challenge 
The competition, involving 
international teams of students 
from higher education in 
Agriculture, Biology, Architecture, 
Design, Economics, Engineering, 
Humanities and Social Sciences, 
aimed at designing innovative 
urban agriculture systems that 
integrate the best architectural 
and technological innovations 
to produce plants in urban 
environments. Three buildings, 
identi ed in the municipalities o  
Belluno, Bologna and Conegliano 
(Treviso), were studied and 
redesi ned b  the different student 
teams, in order to propose the 
best strategies in the three pillars 
of sustainability (economic, 
environmental and social). Teams 
were ranked based on their choices 
and building solutions related 
to the use of growing systems 
and climate management, as well 
as the strategies for water and 
mineral nutrition and integrated 
pest management. Interventions 

also had a strong social and 
business connotation, promoting 
the generation of new forms of 
employment for disadvantaged 
users. The competition involved 
students from all over the world, 
evaluated by an interdisciplinary 
and international jury. 

Background 
The competition was jointly 
organized by the Department of 
Agricultural and Food Sciences 
and Technologies (DISTAL) of 
the University of Bologna and the 
Center of Bioecological Architecture 
and Technological Innovation for 
the Environment (ABITA) of the 
University of Florence. 
The challenge is also supported 
by the Institute for Environmental 
Sciences and Technologies (ICTA) 
of the Universitat Autonoma 
de Barcelona, the Agricultural 
Department of the University of 
Naples, the Universitad Politecnica 
de Cartagena, the Universidade 
Federal Rural do Pernambuco, the 
Ege University of Izmir and the 
Zvent Ivan University of Budapest.
Activities were supported by 
the International Society for 
Horticultural Sciences (ISHS), the 
Italian Society for Horticultural 
Sciences (SOI-HS), Alma Mater 

THE CHALLENGE

To boost urban renewal through urban 
agriculture, the University of Bologna 

Alma Mater Studiorum and the University 
of Florence jointly organized the Student 

Challenge, UrbanFarm2019.

3 months of time to 
redesign 

3 locations, taking into 
account

3 spheres of 
sustainability
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Inspiration for implementing this challenge was provided by the Student Challenge ‘Design the Ultimate Urban Greenhouse’ recently organized by Wageningen University & Research, The Netherlands.

Foundation (FAM), the FICO Foundation, the Pilastro Development Agency 
(Bologna) and the Municipalities of Bologna, Belluno and Conegliano. It also 
contributed to the innovation of educational tools in higher education toward 
business urban agriculture developed within the Erasmus+ project “Western 
Balkans Urban Agriculture Initiative (BUGI)”, coordinated by the University of 
Serajevo and partnered by the University of Bologna, the University of Mostar, 
the University of Peja, the University of Pristina, the Nova Dorica University of 
Podgorica, the University of Ljubljana and the South Westphalia University of 
Applied Sciences  Media partners include SilvioFrite otto it, A ro oti ie and 
Edagricole New Business Media.

Main sponsors included Fl tech srl, ovelFarm, oldiretti reviso, oldiretti 
elluno and Da u  he initiative as also supported b  rritec, Fonda ione 
anca del Monte e assa di isparmio di Faen a and the ontamination A

he main aim o  rbanFarm  challen e is to desi n innovative urban 
agriculture systems that integrate the best architectural and technological 
innovations to produce food in urban environments. It also aims to promote 
multidisciplinary and international cooperation between universities all over 
the world.

Home universities of students involved in the challenge
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Conegliano – Ex-Zanussi 
The former “Area Zanussi” is located in the city center of Conegliano 

 bet een Pittoni street and attisti street, coverin  an area o   
m  his place as born as a oundr  in , over the oppas amil ’s 
authorit , ma in  the industrial development o  the cit  start  n  the 
industrial comple  propriet  as divided bet een oppas amil  and the 
ne  societ , anussi  A er ten ears, ith the evolution rom oppas

anussi into the lectrolu  roup, the production centre as relocated 
and since  buildin  as le  abandoned  Since then, the place is called 
the blac  hole  o  one liano  Several urban re eneration strate ies have 
been su ested, includin  the proposals developed in rbanFarm  to 
integrate green infrastructure in the form of an urban agriculture project.

THE LOCATION
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The town development plan of the city of 
one liano has offered the opportunit  to test 

ne  orms o  territorial development, as ell as 
si ni cant chances to re enerate the urban space, 
especiall  in those conte ts that ere alread  
scenarios or the socio economic development o  
the city.

he launch o  plannin  initiatives based on the 
innovation o  the re ulator  rame or  aims to 
achieve concrete ob ectives to improve the ualit  
o  architecture  urban desi n and the ualit  o  
li e and to ull  live the opportunities offered b  
the cit  rbanFarm  mar ed, in this sense, a 
phase o  si ni cant scienti c interest

his attitude to consciousl  approach urban 
sub ects and  in particular  to deepen and 
de ne ne  models o  improvement o  urban 

ualit , ollo  a path mar ed b  the european 
e periences, that have laid solid oundations or 
a more coherent representation o  the present 
cit , the so called visible cit , o en seen as a place 
to consume and to be consumed, thus losin  an 
important re erence that, hile respectin  the 
urban environment as a hole and the ualit  
o  the ph sical elements that compose it, is 
summari ed in the current phase o  rediscover  o  
the concepts o  urban limit and cultural elevation 
o  the centralities to redevelop the municipalities

he e perience o  rbanFarm  can be 
summari ed in the abilit  to recompose concepts 
that ears a o appeared in some a s in per ect 
contrast, but toda , ho ever, lead to ne  a s 
o  approachin  urban issues and problems, 
innovative a s o  interpretin  and drivin  
the processes o  development o  a cit  that  
increasin l   tends to re ect on itsel , thereb  
ta in  the principle o  sustainabilit  as a priorit  
re erence or declinin  its social, economic and 
environmental evolution in the territor

The design lines that have faced the challenge of 
rbanFarm or the northern area o  the ormer 
anussi in some a  support the uture o  our 

cit , in order to start a path o  evolution o  its 
urban environment than s to an action plan 
that, in addition to addressin  the issue lin ed 
to the reanimation  o  the urban center, does 
not place in second order initiatives o  urban 
reor ani ation o  the areas immediatel  ad acent, 
ta in  into account that comple  processes o  
recombinin  road net or s and buildin  abrics 
that increasin l  need initiatives aimed at the 
reor ani ation and redevelopment o  the relevant 
urban space

From this point o  vie , the pro ect proposals 
testi  not onl  the ur enc  o  achievin  a 

THE FORMER ZANUSSI NORTH AREA 
IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF URBANFARM 2019

Giovanni Tel
Director of Government 
of the territory and 
development of productive 
activities sector of the City of 
Conegliano



de nitive re eneration, but also constitute 
authentic spar s  o  re ection on the 
metamorphosis of the former Zanussi 
area, part o  a cit  in evolution and 
partiall redeveloped, hose architecture, 
so different rom the more usual pro les 
o  the enetian cit , appears at the same 
time very close to the pressing requests for 
reorganization coming from many parts.

UrbanFarm’s design proposals give us 
hope because they have revolutionary 
potential, detachin  themselves rom the 
usual matrix of urban development and 
representin  e tremel  si ni cant and 
paradigmatic examples of an alternative 
evolution of the urban landscape. In some 

a s, the rbanFarm model  can be the 
start of a process that can also be replicated 
in other conte ts o  the cit , involvin  
interstitial areas ithin the cit  perimeter, 
which play a delicate role as areas of 
recombination between thehistorical city 
and the contemporar  one, includin  areas 
- therefore - where the balanced coexistence 
o  different st les and variable orms 
o  livin  nds substantial and essential 
mediation in the careful formulation of the 
main urbanization interventions and in 
architecture.
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 The deadline for the submission was January 
,  ach team sent a ritten document, 

3-minute video, proof of the concept and photo of 
the team. In the text below, you can view detailed 
conditions of elaboration that the participating 
teams had to ollo  or the admission to the nal 
event.

ritten document 
er  rst condition as to create a ritten 

document which described the whole concept 
of the project. Was important to mention all 
bene ts that each pro ect ould brin s   Most 
important part o  the nal dossier should be 
proof of sustainability, feasibility, reliability, 
attractiveness and added value or societ , as ell 
as economics and environmental functions in 

eneral  Ma imum ran e o  the document as  
pages (including annexes).

Every paper should contain:
Total concept (summary of the total concept, main 
aim and main innovations used in the project): 
max 3 pages
• Urban farm design, depending on which 

location chosen (architectural and agricultural 
solutions included in the project): max 9 pages

• City/District functionality (social and 
environmental value of the project): max 9 
pages

• Economic feasibility and s u s t a i n a b i l i t y 

including Business model: max 9 pages
• Annexes (including design, renders, growing 

technologies uses): max 30 pages
• Recommended parameters of the paper: Font: 

Arial, Tahoma, Calibri, Sans Serif
• Text size: 12 (minimum 9)
• Spacing: 1,5 (minimum 1)

he ritten document has been sent anon mousl  
and the onl  re erence as the identi cation 
number of the team. This was an ELIGIBILITY 
condition.

Final requirements description

TEAMS



WINNING TEAM

The Wanderers
Haidy Takieldin Adel Ali Mousa, Hadil Tarek Abdelaty Abdelhafez, May Loaay  Mohamed 

Elhadidi; Pietro Tonini, Lorenzo Fellin, Virginia Castellucci, Antonella Frongia
Universities: Cairo, Bologna, Trento

OTHER TEAMS

YS Design
Youssef Mohammed AbouZied, Sara Samir Abouelsoud Mohamed

University: Cairo

Green Senses
Kenza Ammar, Kinga Rękosiewicz, Paweł Datkiewicz, Stefano Gasperini

Universities: Roma, Ecole Nationale d’Architecture (Rabat)
TU Poznań  

Phoenix
Ricardo Souza, Alan Silva, Stella Áurea, Hélder Santos

University: Universidade Federal Rural de Pernambuco (UFRPE)

Symbiosis
Gaia Pazzagli, Nicoletta Vettori, Elisa Matutino, Elena Pagani, Francesco Uboldi, Davide Tita, 

Anne Bankeng Maffo 
Universities: Firenze and Bologna

TEAMS



WINNING TEAM

The Wanderers
with:

GILGAMESH

aid  a ieldin Adel Ali Mousa, adil are  Abdelat  
Abdelha e , Ma  oaa   Mohamed lhadidi  Pietro onini, 

oren o Fellin, ir inia astellucci, Antonella Fron ia
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YS Design
with:

The Green HUB
ousse  Mohammed Abou ied, Sara Samir Abouelsoud Mohamed
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Green Senses
with:

Health Senses Path
Ken a Ammar, Kin a osie ic , Pa e  Dat ie ic , Ste ano Gasperini

66









































Phoenix
with:

L’Azienda Zanussi
icardo Sou a, Alan Silva, Stella urea, lder Santos

86









































Symbiosis
with:

Zero +
Gaia Pa a li, icoletta ettori, lisa Matutino, lena Pa ani, Francesco boldi, Davide 

ita, Anne an en  Maffo

106
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Grand Finale took place at the NovelFarm expo in Pordenone Exhibition 
center on February 13-14, 2019. The jury selected teams presented their 
project via pitch presentation.  

At Grand Finale there were exhibition booths available for each team 
as an opportunity to present their projects to the public (and gain extra 
points). Groups were asked to bring in representative materials as 
prototype, poster, etc.  

Presentation for t e nals consists in a  minutes summar  T e minute 
video could also be used as the total freedom on how to organize the 
pitch was given to the teams. Each of the teams presented its project to 
t e public and ur  Finalists one per eac  location  accessed t e nal 
dueling debate for t e rst, second and t ird prize

THE GRAND FINALE
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Main Partners





he anca del Monte e assa di isparmio Faen a  Foundation is a private, nonpro t institution, hich 
is committed to the development o  the human, social, cultural, and economic capital o  the cit  o  Faen a 
and its surrounding territory. Its mission takes shape through a variety of actions and initiatives – such 
as rant ma in , calls or pro ects, and in house pro ects  ithin a strate  that covers a e  ma or 
thematic sectors, namel  outh education and trainin , scienti c and technolo ical research, arts and 

culture, el are and public health

he Foundation currentl  represents the historic and ideal herita e o  the anca del Monte , a ban  and 
charitable institution ounded in the mid een centur  b  the Franciscan eato ernardino da Feltre

n the last e  ears, the anca del Monte e assa di isparmio Faen a  Foundation has raduall  re
focused its institutional action towards innovation and training of future generations. A crucial role is 
pla ed b  its o n pro ect named ontamination ab, a startup pre incubator ounded in  and aimed 
at facilitating the development of the creative and entrepreneurial skills of selected teams of local youths. 
Since , throu h the ontamination ab, the Foundation has also activated a pro ect o  re eneration o  
a reen and a ricultural area ust outside the cit  centre, named S  ernardino, aimed at trans ormin  a 

ide rural space into a social and cultural place rooted in principles o  entrepreneurial e perimentation, 
social innovation, and environmental sustainabilit



   

TESSERAMENTO 2019

#STOCOI
CONTADINI 
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D SA K A O O
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

ANDREA D’ALESSANDRO
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

FRANCESCO ORSINI
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

GIUSEPPINA PENNISI
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

GLORIA STEFFAN
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

G A MA O SA A
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

MATTIA PAOLETTI
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

UGHETTA TONA
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

A O A OM ADO
University of Florence

MICHELE D’OSTUNI
University of Florence

CATIA TOLOMELLI
FondazioneAlma Mater

ANNA RITA GRANO
Fondazione Alma Mater 

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
A special than s to all the pro essor and students rom niversit  o  olo na and 

University of Florence that made this challenge possible and successfull. 
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

ALDO BERTAZZOLI
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

A SSA D A A S
University of Rome - La Sapienza

A SSA D A O O
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

ANNA LENZI
University of Florence

A O A OM ADO
University of Florence

CECILIA STANGHELLINI
Wageningen University and Research

A S P  A S
Cape Peninsula University of Technology

O O A D
University of Catania

CHIARA CIRILLO
University of Naples Federico II

COSTANTINA RIGHETTO
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

DANIELA ROMANO
University of Catania
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

EMMANUEL GEOFFRIAU
AgroCampus Ouest

F D A DO A A
University of Catania

FRANCESCO ORSINI
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

GIORGIO PROSDOCIMI GIANQUINTO
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum

JESÚS OCHOA REGO
Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena

JÖRG SCHRÖDER
eibni  niversit t annover, German

A  A  F D  D
Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena

LEO MARCELIS
Wageningen University and Research

MARCO MAGLIONICO
niversit  o  olo na  Alma Mater Studiorum
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